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In its August 2012 report, the Expert Panel on Asylum Seekers noted that ‘the evidence on the drivers and impacts of forced migration is incomplete, and more intuitive than factual. As a result, the policymaking process is forced to rely on partial and largely qualitative information, rather than a solid base of measurement and analysis. Addressing this gap in evidence and knowledge is a priority’. The expert panel went on to recommend that a research program on irregular migration be established in support of the development of a stronger evidence-base to inform policy deliberations. The expert panel envisaged that, among other things, the program would ‘focus on the drivers and determinants of irregular migration, including why people decide to leave their home countries, how they travel between source, transit and destination countries, and the irregular and regular migration pathways used by asylum seekers’ (Expert Panel on Asylum Seekers, 2012, p. 46).

The Australian Government agreed to all 22 of the panel’s recommendations, including the establishment of an irregular migration research program. As part of the research program, an occasional paper series was established, with the initial paper, Establishing an evidence-base for future policy development on irregular migration to Australia, being the overarching ‘lead’ paper for the series (Koser & McAuliffe, 2013). This paper was designed to help identify gaps in knowledge and research in the Australian context by comparing it to international research, and to make recommendations about how to fill these gaps, drawing on international experience. The paper was the template for the research program, helping guide the program managers and advisers as they commissioned empirical research on irregular migration to Australia.
Just over five years later, this book compiles occasional papers commissioned under the irregular migration research program established in response to the expert panel’s recommendation. The papers selected for inclusion provide empirical research and analysis on aspects of irregular migration, and have been ordered according to the migration cycle, with contextual chapters provided initially, followed by chapters on migrant decision-making, migration processes, return migration and finally future-focused migration thematic chapters.

The idea for this book came out of a November 2014 research workshop on irregular migration hosted by The Australian National University’s Crawford School of Public Policy in partnership with the Department of Immigration and Border Protection. The ANU-DIBP research workshop was the second under this unique joint collaboration and it brought together researchers and policymakers as well as international and Australian members of the department’s research advisory groups (listed below).

After two stimulating and intense days of discussions on research proposals under development, updates from researchers who were then in the field, analysis of administrative data as well as final presentations of research findings, there was a sense that the collaboration was bearing fruit, but that the research gains needed to be shared more widely. It seemed fitting that a book proposal be submitted to ANU Press, in the hope that by bringing selected papers commissioned under the research program together in one book, a wider audience would be reached. The editors and contributors as well as the research advisory group members are hopeful that this objective will be achieved as we seek to make a contribution to an under-researched and often misunderstood aspect of international migration.
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